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The question whether the processing activities in question can continue on 
board certain Community vessels is therefore likely to arise in the fairly near 
future, and yet this continuation is vital to the economy of certain regions of 
the Community. A solution must therefore be found, in terms of the application 
of the import duty tariff, to remedy the harmful effects of the recurring 
necessity for Community vessels to use flsh originating ir. non-member 
countries for the requirements of their work. 
The most equitable solution is to levy the import duty, upon release for free 
circulation, not on the fish fillets obtained in this way but on the whole fish 
from which the fillets have been obtained. This measure would abolish the duty 
now charged on the total added value resulting from the processing carried out 
on board Community vessels. That is the purpose of this proposal for a 
Regulation. 
Processing operations carried out on board would thus be treated in the same 
way as similar operations carried out within the Community, and therefore the 
latter would not be discriminated against. The rate of duty applicable to the 
fish used would be that in force on the date on which the fillets were entered 
for release for free circulation, i.e. introduced into the economy, with the 
adoption, where appropriate, of the reduced or zero rate applicable to fish to be 
used for filleting. The customs value to be adopted for the calculation of the 
import duty would be the value the fish would have if they had been transported 
in the unprocessed state to the port in which the fillets were landed, including 
the relevant transport costs, which would have to be assessed. 
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Proposal for a Council Regulation 
determining the import duties applicable to fish fillets 
obtained on board Community vessels from fish originating 
in third countries 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Article 235 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (1), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee (2), 
Whereas Community vessels fitted out for the filleting of fish are sometimes 
obliged, owing to the limitations imposed on them concerning the quantities of 
fish they are authorized to catch, to purchase on the fishing grounds, for their 
processing requirements, fish originating in third countries; 
Whereas, in accordance with Article 7(a) of Council Directive 79/623/EEC of 25 
June 1979 on the harmonization of provisions laid down by law, regulation or 
administrative action relating to customs debt (3), the amount of the import or 
export duties payable on goods is determined on the basis of the taxatlor, 
elements appropriate to the goods at the moment when the customs debt ir .. 
respect of them is incurred; whereas this provision applies subject to the special 
provisions adopted under specific customs or agricultural rules; 
(1) OJ No c 
(2)0J No C 
(3)0J No L 179, 17 .. 7 .. 1979, p .. 31 



